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Report on a PhD thesis of Hon Huin Chin, MEng.  

  

“INTEGRATED APPROACH OF INTELLIGENT ASSET MAINTENANCE AND RESOURCE 
CONSERVATION FOR CIRCULAR ECONOMY” 

 

 

 

This thesis is defended in the area of Process Systems Engineering, where the development of 

concepts, algorithms, models and tools for designing, analyzing, and synthesizing advanced 

sustainable systems are very elementary and postulated activities. The doctorate deals with the 

important field of intelligent asset maintenance and resource conversation from the point of view of 

Circular Economy.  

 

The PhD thesis discusses the development of advanced methods based on Pinch Anylysis. The system 

of analysis here is the resource network comprised of options for Total Site material, energy and 

water conservation for which the synthesis is performed considering multiple qualities constraints, 

header targeting and minimization of fresh resources. Using an extended analysis of Pinch-based 

methods proposed in this PhD thesis, much better solutions in terms of identified design options for 

conserving material, energy and water resources can be obtained when compared to those gained by 

the conventional methods which are sometimes not even suitable for solving problems specific to 

Circular Economy. Additional contribution of this PhD thesis is also the development of Game Theory 

analysis for proposing economical policies for material flows in eco-industrial sites considering 

principles of Circular Economy. Finally, the special focus of the PhD thesis is to address the 

development of approaches in asset management, where the Pinch Framework has been proposed 
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for short term maintenance targeting and the maintenance decision-making framework for chemical 

processes and eco-industrial parks.  

 

The thesis is organized into eight parts: 

• Chapter 1 briefly emphasizes the importance of Circular Economy and Asset management 

and defines the scope of the dissertation as i) extending the Material Pinch method, dealing 

with single-quality problems, to multiple-quality ones, ii) the need for developing resource 

targeting tool with intermediate storage with resource mixing and allocation in order to 

minimize fresh resource consumption, iii) the need for developing a balanced economic 

policy to enhance or stimulate operations of Circular Economy taking place in eco-industrial 

sites, iv) the development of an integrated asset management and process optimization 

framework, and v) the development of a framework for providing insights to identify Circular 

Economy bottleneck from the mathematical models.  

• Chapter 2 represents a literature review of process integration tools and the current state-of-

the-art in resource conservation, asset investment and asset maintenance planning in the 

chemical process industries.  

• Chapter 3 deals with an extension of Material Pinch methods and tools for multiple 

constraints conservation problems. A water network source-sink allocation model served to 

get insight for source arrangement sequence. Novel contributions include: an optimal recycle 

strategy for (non)conflicting sources, a targeting and synthesis framework based on the 

developed Pinch-based graphical interface, and an extension of Cascade table Analysis for 

targeting and design of multiple contaminant networks.  

• Chapter 4 thoroughly presents a framework for targeting materials headers and mains in 

Total Sites applying both Pinch framework and optimization. A graphical tool has been 

developed for a header targeting and a comparison for single and multiple contaminant 

problems applying different approaches has been made.  

• Chapter 5 is dedicated to the application and development of Game Theory approaches for 

proposing balanced economic policies for waste recycling in Total Sites. Cooperative Game 

Theory, Point solution concepts, Core methods, introduction of taxation policy, application of 

multistage Game Theory are studied in order to stimulate different stakeholders in 

cooperative recycling of resources.  

• Chapter 6 presents an application of the Pinch framework to opportunistic maintenance 

management and task allocation. The idea is to represent the problems as resource 

conservation problems and to regard the costs as resources for opportunistic maintenance 

and working hours as resources for the task allocation. A graphical strategy has been 

proposed in order to minimize the cost from the maintenance policy.  

• Chapter 7 presents an algorithm and a Mixed-Integer Linear Programming model for process 

and asset optimization for a given plant lifetime. It can serve as a tool for cost-effective 

decision-making regarding planning the operation of process equipment.    

• Chapter 8 outlines conclusions, novel contributions, and future work.  

 

The hypothesis, proposed concepts, methods, and tools are tested by different case studies. 

Additional information or explanations can be found in Appendices A-F. 
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Based on the results of the PhD thesis, the candidate Hon Huin Chin, MEng. has published 

eight articles in peer-reviewed journals so far, some of them with high or medium IF (ACS Sustainable 

Chemistry & Engineering, Chemical, Chemical Engineering Science, Computers & Chemical 

Engineering, etc.), two are under review and five papers with CiteScore, which have a total of 189 

citations.  

 

From candidate’s PhD thesis it follows that the topic has been elaborated with a high degree 

of quality, difficulty and technical complexity. The thesis is overall well written and the use of figures 

and tables is appropriate. Previous work and the state-of-the-art have been presented systematically 

and the literature cited is relevant to the thesis. The candidate Hon Huin Chin, MEng. has developed 

several methods and tools. The most important novel contributions are: i) the extension the Pinch-

based method to material conservation networks with multiple qualities and headers targeting and 

synthesis, ii) the study of resource allocation and operational management applying Game Theory 

methods, and iii) the incorporation of assts performance studies into resource conservation studies. 

 

The thesis thus represents an original contribution to PSE/CAPE methods, tools and 

applications, especially those applied to the Circular Economy. Finally, the results of the thesis have 

been presented at scientific conferences and published in high quality journals.   

 

Questions for the candidate: 
 

1) Resource conservation problems can be solved using different approaches. What are the 

advantages and drawbacks of the Pinch Analysis over Mathematical Programming approach? 

2) Would you describe the mathematical programming approach from Sub-Chapter 4.3 in more 

detail? 

 

 
Based on the given observation, I am more than glad to express my clear support for the 

continuation of the procedure and the awarding of the PhD degree to Hon Huin Chin, MEng.  

 

         

 

Full Prof. Dr. Zdravko Kravanja 
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